
Information Newsletter #2 

 

Thursday, Fe, there will be a General Rehearsal with all contestants, (ONLY THE CONTEST) Contestants must make 

a Creation with their Baron T-shirt and wear it to the Practices, of this Creative T-shirt a Category Award will be 

awarded, The Rehersal will be at 6 PM  Location to be Determined. 

 

TICKETS ARE NOW ON SALE: Regular entrance tickets are $30. Each VIP $40. 

Friday, April 15th from 4pm to 7pm, It will be the Interview with the Judges at the Baron Studio, the 

schedules will be given according to the categories; Sample questions and costumes will also be provided. 

 

Saturday, January 16th Rehearsal from 7 am to 12 Noon to go over all details  and makeup right after we have 

Makeup artist available 

Saturday, January 16th FINAL COMPETITION; The contestants will arrive at 7am for practices and 

makeup, more information will be given as we approach the contest and during meetings. REMEMBER No one is 

allowed During practices or during the contest with the exception of The Mothers of young girls (from 4 to 9 years old) 

who will have a wristband to identify them, we will have security and police for their safety and access control. 

Pageant Photos. We have hired photographers to take the photos of the event as we will be coordinating the 

event. Remember that no photos or video are allowed, including phones, ipads etc. the people who do the police will 

ask them to leave the event. 

Video Package: Includes Jury Interview and final Competition. $60 

Photo package: Includes Jury Interview and final Competition. $75. 

V.I.P Package: Includes Video and Photography $ 100. 

Magazine:  The Last day to purchase Magazine advertising and or Dedication is January 8th 

Quarter page is $100.   Half Page $200.   Full Page $300. You can get a Sponsor and or family dedication 

 

Make Up: the Pageant Makeup is $125. Paid and RESERVED in Advance, whomever Pays first get their choice of 

Makeup Artist, they have a Limit of ONLY 6 Contestants each to allocate time for queens also, Once makeup artist are 

full you will be assigned one of the other makeup artist which are all qualified to work with you 

 

 

 



Interview with the Judges: As we had explained the judges interview will be on Friday, January 17th at the 

Barón studio’s or (in another place to be announced), in this interview the contestants must come dressed in executive 

style with natural hair and makeup to answer questions from the Jury according to his age. The copies of the costumes 

and the judges questions are on the Facebook pages of Miss Hispanidad and on the official website 

www.misshispanidadusa.org in the interview you will be looking for fluency, projection, topic of conversation and 

scenic presence. 

The contestants must be seen, relaxed with confidence and knowledge of the answers, demonstrating her intelligence 

with good ability to respond at the moment and be clear about what she wants to be in the future, demonstrating that 

she can well represent the title of Miss Magic City or Miss Hispanidad USA. 

A good interview is carried out as if they were talking, articulating the words well in English or Spanish that the judges 

sees as a good example for other girls of her age. They will be given examples of the Questions so that they can 

practice and on Saturdays we will be training them in how to respond, REMEMBER that the purpose of the contest is to 

be able to help our girls to become Good Examples for other girls and enrich their future. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



General Rehearsals: This practice will be on Thursday, January 16th (at Baron Studio or the Hotel) where the 

girls will come with a natural make-up Dressed with the Baron shirts which they will cut or alter with their own 

Creativity where there will be a specific panel judges for the t-shirts (this vote does not affect the final competition) the 

copies of the shirts are on the pages of Miss Hispanidad on Facebook 

      

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Final Competition and Crowning Event: The contestants will arrive at 7am for practices and makeup, 

more information will be given as we approach the contest and during meetings. REMEMBER No one is allowed During 

practices or during the contest with the exception of The Mothers of young girls (from 4 to 9 years old) who will have a 

wristband to identify them, we will have security and police for their safety and access control. 

We will have snack, fruits, water for them, if they are going to bring you some lunch, PLEASE SOMETHING WELL LIGHT, 

remember to bring everything well packed and 

LEAVE ALL VALUE IN YOUR HOUSE. 
After the general rehearsal, contestants who have makeup will put on makeup while others continue practicing or can 

rest. The doors will open at 3:30 PM to begin the event at 4pm in the afternoon. 

(Remember NOT to take photos or video including phones) 

Payments made 4 days before the event is Cash ONLY 

Final Competition (These Schedules are an estimate depending on the number of Contestants) 3:00 PM Contestants 

ready for departure in opening suit with assigned numbers. 

3:30 PM Show Line-Up 

Opening Suit: In this presentation it is important the Projection, stage energy presence and articulation of your 

words when presenting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Summer Costume and Creative Swimsuit: Here the girls must present their best catwalk, energy with 

great style, projection and contact with the judges. 

 



 * The Creative Swimsuit does not have to be so large, expensive or so elaborate much of the score is the way the 

contestant wears it 

 



Gala Gown: The keyword is Elegance, projecting its best image to the jury., Here are some examples of Gala Costumes 

according to their category. These are examples you can create to your liking and 

personality.  



 

 



  

 

Shops and Designers for the contest. 

Diva Fashions, Vanessa Gonzalez, Casual Summer Clothes (305) 383-2747 

Rosaura 305-308-2480 

Childhood Way Boutique, Teri Ball Gowns for Adult and Mother Girls 786-237-4432 

 

Henry Meza 305-316-0390 Desingner Casual and Gowns 

Lizz Bebe, Orlando Henrry Meza, Creative Swimwear and other 305 3160390 

Very important that you explain to the stores and Designer who are looking for that age and that is appropriate to the 

contest and its contestant, Explain what you want and make sure of the time in case there is any alteration or 

arrangement you can do it With Time. 


